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23  Formal and
informal speech

This section of the book moves across the line that I have very purposely
set up between descriptive and prescriptive learning, between the inform -
ation that describes what connected speech actually is and the information
that mandates what (under defined circumstances) speech actions should
be. But all the skills that you have learned until now will be of crucial impor -
t ance here and will make the acquisition of any prescriptive pattern easy.

We know – because we do it all the time in real life – that we constantly
use different strategies to vary our communication with others, depending
on whom we are talking to and the demands of the occasion. So our
connected speech never gets stuck in just one set of techniques for
stringing sounds together in sequence to form phrases and sentences. 

But there is a difference between the physicality of formal and informal
speech. We use more formal speech, sometimes instinctively, when we
need to communicate to people who might not understand us. They might
not share our accent, or they might not hear too well, or they might be
listening to us in a challenging acoustic environment, such as a theatre or
a lecture hall. Or it might be the communication of very complex text to a



Formal speech actions
You know all of this already – in fact, you have done some of it. Our work
here consists in focusing our attention on our arrangement of these
sequential speech actions.

1 Try this experiment. Say the following sequence of phonemes as wholly
separate actions, with an in-breath between each one. For the vowels,
naturally, say the correct phoneme, even though there may be some
variation among speakers. For the stop-plosives and the affricates, follow
the consonant with a vowel. Use your entire breath flow, unvoiced or
voiced, on each consonant and vowel action and be very aware of the feel
of forming, feeling and then hearing each sound, whether it is unvoiced or
voiced. With the stop-plosives and affricates, make sure that you feel the
stoppage and also the explosion. Keep your jaw dropped comfortably open
on all phonemes except the phonemes / s /, / z /, / ! /, / " / and the
combined affricate phonemes / t! / and / d" /. This is a lot to think about,
so do it slowly.

/ b / / # / / t / / $ / / f / / j / / u / / m /
/ a%& / / ' / / $ / / t / / ( / / z / / m / / ) /
/ n / / i / / # / / v / / j / / %#& * / / p / / l /

/ e$& / / +* / / z / / d / / u / / a$& / / h / / ( /
/ d / / ( / / z / / l / / i / / f / / ' / / # / / t /

/ a%& / / n / / k / / r / / a$& #& * / / s / / p /
/ o%& / / k / / m / / a$& / / l / / a$& / / n / / z /

2 Now do several successive phonemes on one breath. Do this very
slowly, extending all the phonemes except the stop-plosives and affricates,
which no longer need that added vowel. Breathe where you need to; even
if you begin to sense words forming sometimes, do not feel that you have
to breathe at word endings. Keep each phoneme fully formed, as before. 
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listener (although complete formality of speech may not be the best strata -
gem for this). Or it might be a challenging situational requirement, such as
an airplane pilot who does not speak English as a first language communi -
c ating with the control tower while landing a plane, or a doctor from another
country giving the specifics of a prescription to a nurse in an American
hospital – both high-stakes environments for intelligibility.

We use informal or conversational speech when we are speaking fluently
to other people with whom we feel comfortable in environments where
there are not undue acoustic or textual challenges and where we do not
need to impress. The performance of many theatrical works would fall into
this category, too. Even in Shakespeare the actor’s main goal should not be
to impress the audience with one’s speech skills; the objective is to make
the characters live on stage and to share their life with the audience.

There is another consideration that in a perfect world wouldn’t exist, but
in our real world does. This is the element of social prestige. For many
generations there has existed a social bias in favor of some degree of
formal speech. It has diminished considerably in the last fifty years, but I,
alas, am of an advanced age that remembers when it was in full flower.
During my time in grammar school I well recall being corrected constantly
because my speech was considered substandard, especially when, at the
age of six, I arrived at school in New England from New Orleans. And many
of my fellow students, some of them native New Englanders, suffered this
social stigma far more and far longer than I did. 

For generations, in America, prescriptive speech training was a major
part of elementary, secondary, and college education, although that is no
longer true. Stigma in speech pattern today is much more about whether
you are speaking in an accent that is easily accepted by the people around
you, but prestige based on class is still an active ingredient.

There are many good reasons for learning the skills of formal American
English speech. But social prestige is not one of them.
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What is useful about the speech pattern you just enacted? The most
obvious thing is that everyone can understand easily what you are saying,
even if the articulation seems stiff, odd, and lacking in individual character. 

Our imaginary “doctrinaire speech teacher” would have yet another
perspective about the oddity and the utility of the speech product in the
preceding exercise. He or she might allow the student to use altered
speech actions to carry her or him with some fluency from one sound to
another (within limitations), thus lessening the oddity, but that same teacher
would want the student also to eliminate any differentiation within each
consonant and vowel phoneme so that each articulation conformed to a
required standard that is set by the speech teacher. 

The practical problem with this view is that, as long as each speech
sound as spoken by real speakers remains within the realm of generally
understood phonemes, there is no real problem for the listener in under -
standing what the speaker is saying. So if intelligibility is the main objective,
minor differences within the phoneme – the kinds of things we find in
regional accents all the time – do not really matter as long as the appro -
priate phonemic detail is communicated to the listener by some means. 

We can conclude that differentiation between phonemes and the com -
munication of the linguistic information contained within each of them (by
some means) is the main characteristic of formal speech actions. Try speak -
ing the sentence you used before in a larger portion of Hamlet’s speech.
Keep the phonemes fully articulated. Do it twice – the first time following
the standards that we established before. Then do it again and try to get
all the phonemic information in, but allow yourself to move comfortably
from one sound to another. (Note: there is no exactly right way to do this.
Experiment.)

Speak the speech, I pray you, as I pronounced it to you, trippingly
on the tongue. But if you mouth it as many of your players do,
I had as lief the town crier spoke my lines. Nor do not saw the air
too much with your hand thus, but use all gently; for in the very
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3 Keeping the phonemes fully formed, as before, do more phonemes on
one breath. Make sure that you aren’t changing any of the phoneme
actions. By this point you surely will have started to perceive larger linguistic
units emerging from the sounds – words and even phrases. Feel free to
breathe after the ends of words or phrases.

4 If you can still keep each of these phonemic actions formed fully in
exactly the same way that you did before, say the entire sentence in two
breaths. By now, you may be very aware that you are speaking a sentence
from Hamlet’s advice to the players: “But if you mouth it as many of your
players do, I had as lief the town crier spoke my lines” (Hamlet, III, ii).

5 See if you can say the sentence at normal playing speed while still
retaining the unaltered identity of each of those phonemes, even in con -
nected speech. This is not easy to enact, and the results may occasionally
sound stilted or strange, but do not compromise. Because I have asked you
to speak phonemes, there may be some variation in the actions you take
for them in some of the consonants and definitely with the vowels and
diph thongs – and that one triphthong. For this go-through, that is all right.

Congratulations: you have just produced an extremely instructive parody of
formal speech. Even the most rigorous and doctrinaire speech teacher in
creation today would not ask you to speak exactly like this, although in
years long gone by voice and speech teachers, then called elocutionists
(along with their pronunciation-specialist cousins, orthoepists) came close.

What sounds odd about this speech pattern? Be careful that your
answer is not “It doesn’t sound like the way I talk.” After all, the person next
to you in class, doing the previous exercise, may not have sounded quite
the same as you. No, the thing that sounds odd about it is that the indivi -
dual phonemes, spoken in more and more closely connected speech, have
not altered themselves to allow easy movement of the articulators from
one action to another, so the flow of connected speech sounds stilted and
over-articulated.
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One example of using different articulators is / , /, which is described by
the International Phonetic Association as a “voiced labial-palatal
approximant”, formed by producing a palatal approximant / j / and also
rounding the lips to produce a simultaneous / w /; it is used in French in
words like huit or lui. Another more challenging one, using only the tongue,
is the endangered “hooktop heng”, endangered because it is found only in
one dialect of Swedish and the speakers of that dialect have – for the most
part – given it up (not surprisingly, once you have tried to say it). It is formed
by producing a / ! / and a / x / simultaneously, as you may recall from our
study of the IPA. In African languages, we find the simultaneous enactment
of / k / and / p / to form the combination / k- p / and there are several
other such stop-plosive combinations.

English has such simultaneous actions as well, but sometimes they are
hidden because we are so used to the sound products of the language. It
may come as a surprise to us that the / w / is considered by the Asso -
ciation to be a “labial-velar” coarticulation. We are quite used to the “labial”
part of it – with some useful lip corner advancement – but the “velar”
description may cause some question. It certainly does to me. 

The lateral approximant / l / is a better example of a coarticulation. The
IPA chart describes it simply as an “alveolar lateral approximant”, with no
other specification. However, if we consider the muscular action of the
tongue in keeping the side edges well down to direct the flow laterally
around the tip and blade, while the tip is raised to contact the alveolar
ridge, we will sense – with our keen knowledge of the sense and position
of the entire tongue – that the dorsum of the tongue is thickened and its
superior surface is raised as a natural muscular response to the curling
action of the tongue tip and blade. So the middle of the tongue is
thickened or arched toward the velum in a coarticulation that is described
as “velarization” [ l. ]. The assumption, then, by most phoneticians is that
is any / l / is considered to have some degree of velarization or arching of
the middle of the tongue toward the velum, in addition to the contact by
the tip of the tongue to the alveolar ridge. But in much American and also
in much UK pronunciation of English, there is no contact of the tip of the
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torrent, tempest, and, as I may say, whirlwind of your passion, you
must acquire and beget a temperance that may give it smoothness.

(Hamlet, III, ii)

Your second experiment shows the feel and sound of formal speech
moving in the direction of fluency, and therefore moving in the direction of
informal or conversational speech. If you carry the physical strategies that
you use in fluent formal speech further, your speech will start to become
much less formal. Eventually, using the same strategies, you will start to lose
phonemic detail; and your intelligibility may suffer in some environments.

 Fluency strategies
You should not be misled by the binary distinction of “formal/informal”.
Most speech in real life, as well as onstage or in front of the camera, lives
somewhere between these extremes, negotiating between them: pho -
nemic detail on the one hand and fluency on the other. Both are desirable
in any speech interaction with a listener: we must be understood, but we
also must be able to achieve this intelligibility with minimal effort.

You have already experienced both the clarity and also the awkward -
ness of excessively formal speech and have instinctively made some
accom modation to fluency. But what actually are you doing when you
move toward fluency? There are several ways that we change our speech
actions to allow our articulators to move easily from one phoneme to another.
The two categories that govern most such actions are called coarticulation
and assimilation.

Coarticulation
In learning the pronunciation of the phonetic symbols we encountered
several interesting examples of coarticulation, by which we mean forming
a unique sound product in consonants by simultaneously obstructing the
flow at two places in the vocal tract rather than one. Sometimes we
accomplish this simultaneous action by using two different articulators;
sometimes we do it by using the amazing versatility of the tongue muscles.
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but because the preceding consonant [ / ] guides the approximant that
follows into a placement that is enacted near it with the same portion of
the tongue. Postarticulation happens more commonly with the phoneme
/ r / than with most other consonants. 

We do use these coarticulations across phonemes all the time, especi -
ally in consonant combinations, because they contribute to fluency without
seriously compromising intelligibility, except in those fairly rare cases – rare
even onstage – where each and every consonant phoneme must be made
completely clear by differentiating that action totally from every other action. 

We can do allophonic prearticulations from consonant to vowel as well.
When we say “at all” we are probably doing a somewhat more retroflex
version of the “t” than we might use in “at ease”, in order to prepare the
vocal tract for the easy movement to the back vowel of “all”, whether that
vowel is [ 0 ] or [ 1 ] in American speech. Or consider the difference in lip
position on the “s” in the following words: “seep, sap, sop, soap, soup”. For
most speakers, the lips move from fully unrounded progressively to fully
rounded. This doesn’t have a great effect on the identity of the phoneme (we
still know well that it is an “s”) but it illustrates the physical action of pre -
articulation effectively because the lips have to do what they have to do. 

Assimilation
Assimilation is the monarch of informal speech. Most of the accom -
modations to efficiency of enactment that we make in informal speech can
be included in this generous category. It is the practice of contracting one
or more sound actions into another simpler action. We use assimilation all
the time and in various forms. A very simple but good example is what we
do with individual consonants when we say the two “t” phonemes across
two consecutive words in “at that”. We commonly stop the first / t / on the
back of the upper teeth (phonetically [ t2 3 ]) rather than on the alveolar ridge
and then we release the voiced dental fricative / '� / from the same
place, so that the two consonants move efficiently from one to the other.
It isn’t quite as linguistically detailed as exploding the “t”, but this still
conveys the linguistic information of both the phonemes, even though the
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tongue to the alveolar ridge in the so-called postvocalic / l / positions.
What we are left with, in fact, is the arching of the middle portion of the
dorsum of the tongue to an approximant version of the voiced velar frica -
tive; as a symbol it is [ l. ]. An even more adventurous way of representing
it phonetically would be as the voiced velar approximant / 4 /. In accents
where the tongue root is retracted, such as Cockney, the action becomes
uvular; since there is no symbol to indicate “uvulization”, the nearest we can
come is to honor the tongue retraction by writing – in narrow transcription
– the symbol as [ l5 ]. 

The phonetic realization of the phoneme / l / for final “l” has been a
source of controversy among phoneticians for years. Some have suggested
– wrongly – that the final “l” is always simply retroflex [ 6 ]. Others have
suggested that it becomes the voiced uvular fricative [ 7 ]. Still others have
suggested that it becomes a vowel, such as [ o8 ].

As you explore the less formal speaking of text, you will find lots of
examples of coarticulation. Because this is a book for actors and speakers,
not for phonetics students, we need not explicate all the possible varieties,
but informal coarticulation does have two basic sub-categories that deserve 
some brief mention.

Prearticulation (the linguistic term is “anticipatory coarticulation”). This is the
practice of moving an action from one point of articulation to another, so
that you can say the next phoneme more easily in connected speech.
Prearticulation would be used if we said the word “income” as [ $9k:m ]
or “utmost” as [ :p3mo%& st ]. When we say “obvious” as [ 1b2 3vi;.#s ] with
a dentalized “b”, we are stopping the / b / as a labio-dental action to make
the transition to the labio-dental / v / easier. 

We do postarticulations too: actions where a consonant action changes
in the second phoneme of a consonant cluster because of the placement
of the one just before it. When we say “agree” in American speech, we are
almost certainly using the “braced” or “molar” r (for which there is no
symbol in the IPA so we will settle for the phoneme [ r ]) before the / i /,
not because of the vowel that follows, not because it needs to be there
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sometimes [ w%d"� ]. This assimilation is very common in American
English speech, which is fairly lax in all its accents when compared to the
relative linguistic tenseness of Standard British English or RP. But even RP can
do the same (or a similar) assimilation when it and American English
speakers who employ the so-called “liquid u” as in “tune” [ t<un ],
“Tuesday” [ t<uzdi ], “duke” [ djuk ], or “deuce” [ djus ] assimilate it to [
t!un ], [ t!uzdi ], [ d"uk ], or [ d"us ]. The assimilation could proceed
further with the assimilation of “What do you want?” to [ w#!#w1= >3 ]. This
phenomenon, also called “palatalization”, occurs across word with a final /
s / or / z / going into an initial / j /. “Bless you” becomes [ bl)!u ], “curse
you” becomes [ k?+*8!u ], and “please you” becomes [ pl@ i"u ].

Eth / ' / dropping. It is very common, in informal American speech, to
change the phoneme / ' / to / d / or more narrowly [ d2 ]. So “with daring”
could change to [ w$Ad3d)#& *$ ] and “but this” could change to [ b#t3d$s ].
There is an element of coarticulation in this assimilation change also: these
two main categories are not totally distinct from one another.

Schwa / # / absorption. This is a term originated by J. C. Wells. We have
already encountered the phenomenon in a context that is used even in
most formal speech: the syllabic consonant, where “even” [ iv#n ] becomes
[ ivnB ] or with some prearticulation and nasal plosion added [ ibCmB ]. Its
most extreme informality could be [ i8mB ]. In an initial position in a
connected speech word, the schwa can be absorbed into a syllabic / l / in
the famous quote from Dr. Frankenstein “It’s alive!” This can be realized as
[ $tslB a$&v ]. If the doctor is really in a hurry to examine his monster, he might
even say [ slB a$&v ]. In a medial unstressed syllable, as in “innocent”, the
schwa would be absorbed to [ A$nsnB t3 ]

Glottal / > / substitution. The most common glottal substitution is to
replace “t” in a medial or final position. This substitution is sometimes
enacted as a complete replacement, as often occurs in American speech
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first phoneme is stopped but not exploded and is also enacted on the back
of the upper teeth rather than on the alveolar ridge, the better to release
the / ' /. There is an obvious resemblance to the previous category,
coarticulation, but it is slightly different because it crosses word boundaries.

We do a similarly simple but not identical action when we divide the
stoppage and the plosion of the / t / over two “t” sounds in a row when
we say “at times”. While it does not involve a change of placement, it does
involve the division of a compound two-part action, the stop and the
plosive, to convey the linguistic information for each; one “t” is stopped, the
other exploded. We do this a lot in English as a practical sequence of
actions with “t” sounds in successive words, but we do not do it in doubled
consonant words such as “butter”. In Italian, though, it is formalized in the
characteristic sound of doubled consonants such as the doubled [ t ] in
“stretto”, where the first “t” is stopped and the second exploded (the
linguistic term is “geminate”, from “Gemini”, the twins). And “stretto”, by the
way, is a good description for many assimilated sounds, since it means
“compressed or shortened”.

Assimilation can also involve the loss of phonemes in consonant clusters;
sometimes the loss of combined consonant and vowel or diphthong
combinations; and sometimes – in very conversational speech – in the loss
of one or more entire syllables or even clauses. It can also involve changing
one or more consonants to other ones.

A phonetics text would go through these in considerable detail. But for
our purposes here, a few illustrations will suffice.

Yod coalescence. The “yod” is the name for the voiced palatal approximant
/ j / as in “yes” or “beautiful”. When we say an alveolar stop-plosive / t /
or / d / in a final position in a word and it is followed by a / j / in an initial
position in the next word, as in “that you” or “would you”, it is common to
let the / t / or / d / expand back from the tip to include the blade (laminal
portion) of the tongue forming the post-alveolar fricative / ! / or / " /, thus
producing in sequence the unvoiced affricates / t! / or / d" /: “that you”
[ '(t ju ] turns into [ �(t!u ] and [ w%d ju ] turns into [ w%d"u ] or
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preaspiration of the vowel that follows, its distinguishing physical feature
being an increase in pulmonic airflow. I prefer to call it an unvoiced
aspirant. This increase in airflow means that, in addition to being always
prevocalic, the / h / must always begin a syllable that is either fully or
partially stressed. If the airflow decreases, as it always does in an
unstressed syllable, / h / is going to be dropped unless the speaker makes
a special effort to say it. So “Did he leave?” spoken informally usually
becomes [ Ad$diAliv ]. “Take him away” would become [ At?e$kmB #Awe$& ].
“Leave her to heaven” might be spoken as [ Aliv+*tD #h)vnB ] if the Ghost in
Hamlet was in an unusually nonchalant mood. Note that the / h / remains
in “heaven” because the syllable is stressed.

/t / voicing. This is a phenomenon that is very characteristic of American
speech in most regional and social dialects. When / t / appears as the first
letter in a prevocalic position in an unstressed syllable, as in the words
“pretty”, “city”, or “grati tude”, American speakers give voicing to this unvoiced
alveolar stop-plosive – to some degree, at least. Some British commen -
tators consider that Americans voice the / t / fully and substitute / d / as
though American speakers were saying “sadisfy” or “naughdy”. John Honey,
makes this point forcefully:

Some features of American English . . . deserve to be resisted by
anyone concerned for intelligibility and clear communication. One
of these is the American treatment of the “t” sound; . . . If it appears
between vowels, as in “letter” and “city” it becomes almost a “d ”,
making it difficult to distinguish between writer and rider, bidden
and bitten.         ( John Honey, Language is Power, page 248)

There is some evidence for this, since Americans often rhyme the two
spellings, as in the banner I saw recently in a printing shop proclaiming
“Lordy, Lordy, Al’s turned forty.” Or the Hooter’s employee (and how do you
pronounce the “t” in the restaurant title?) who successfully sued her boss
for emotional injury because she had won a sales contest that promised,
she thought, a “new Toyota” as a prize. Instead she was presented with a
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in a final stopped position: “What?” is realized as [ E:>3 ] or [ w:>3 ].
(Naturally, you haven’t confused the glottal symbol [ > ] with the question
mark, have you?) 

The glottal [ > ] can also be coarticulated with the stop-plosive in a final
stopped (but not exploded) position. It occurs with / t / but even more
commonly with / p / or / k / as in “sip” [ s$p3>3 ] or “take” [ t?e$&k3>3 ]. While
any of these words could be enacted with only the stopped (unreleased)
stop-plosive, and, while they would sound almost exactly the same as in
the examples above, the “double-stopping” is characteristic of accents in
English that exhibit tongue retraction, such as Cockney or many American
accents.

Consonant cluster assimilation. A very common action in informal
American speech is to eliminate final – or even medial – “t” sounds when
they are preceded or followed by another consonant, frequently by / s / or
/ n /. “That’s all” becomes [ d(s0F ]. “Most interesting” becomes
[ Gmo%& sAin#GH#st$9 ]. “Her fasts are costly” might be assimilated to
[ h+*f(sHB k?1sli ]. Successions of stop-plosives can undergo assimilation:
“beasts” becomes [ bis ], tastes” becomes [ t?e$& s ]. / d / is often dropped
after / n /. “Band” could either be enacted as [ b(n ] or even as [ b(~ ],
especially if the word is in a final position in a phrase.

Nasalization. Often informal American speech we find / nt / or other post-
vocalic nasal consonants or combinations are assimilated into a nasaliz -
ation of the vowel, often where the word ends in an unreleased stop. “I
can’t go” can be spoken as [ a$&  k?(= /3/o%&  ]. “Advance” could be [ dv(= s ].
“Vaunt” could be [ v0= >3 ], “sink” could be [ s$=k3 ], “limp” could be [ l$=p3I >3 ]. 

/h / dropping. In connected speech we drop the / h / very frequently.
Earlier in this book I explained my objection to the International Phonetic
Association’s recipe for this symbol as an “unvoiced glottal fricative”. In
English, at least, we can discover with very little experimentation that few
if any people actually produce this noise at the glottis. Instead it is a
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formal speech that most of them are used even if the first word in the pair
is stressed within a phrase. I’ve used them frequently in this text to maintain
its informal, though hopefully informative, tone.

It is incorrect to characterize informal speech as “lazy” or “sloppy”. On the
contrary, it is efficient; conforming to the observation that speakers in
informal conversational settings instinctively employ minimum (but suffici -
ent) effort to maintain intelligibility, unless they have some overriding reason
to conceal their meaning. But minimum effort is not an absolute; the
effective minimum for one speech environment might be inappropriate for
another. We can also see that there are many different articulatory strategies
that speakers can use to be understood always by a listener. It certainly is
an error to assume that for all purposes on stage, even within an individual
play, an actor has to set a single unvarying level of speech action. The real
skill of articulation is learning to sense the kinds of actions that are appro -
priate to the complex, moment-to-moment conditions of performance and
to execute them fully and efficiently.
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small figure of a sage character from Star Wars: the Empire Strikes Back.
But if Americans truly substitute the phoneme “d” for the phoneme “t” in
the way Honey suggests, there would be much more confusion even
among Americans about this pronunciation ambiguity, and there isn’t.
Clearly something else is going on that may escape the ears of some British
listeners – and some Americans too. 

Many phoneticians suggest that the adjustment of the “t” moves to an
alveolar tap / J / with American speakers, so that “dirty” would become
[ d+*JiK ]. Aside from the curious juxtaposition of two allophones of / r / in
this word, here are reasons to consider that this may not be completely
accurate, though it certainly is better than the substitution surmises. A small
– but growing – number of phoneticians, with whom I agree, consider that
a better transcription of the voicing action on “t” would be a / t / with the
subscript wedge voicing diacritic, indicating that the “t” is partially voiced:
[ tD ] as in “today” [ tD #de$& ], “Saturday” [ s(tD +*d)$& ], “Fruit of the Loom”
[ fHutD # '# lum ], “fatty” [ f(tD i ], or “etymological” [ )tD #m#l1d"$klB ]. I sub-
mit cautiously that Americans may be able to distinguish between “bidden”
and “bitten” based on the difference between semi-voicing and full-voicing.

Contractions. Many of the preceding verbal actions are, in effect,
contractions: enfoldings of speech actions one into another in which both
consonants and vowels can be dropped. Their purpose is to provide
enough linguistic information to the listener while, at the same time – and
in the interest of fluency – not overdoing the action. There are a few other
contractions that we have ignored until now only because we know them
so well. They have a long (see Shakespeare) and noble history even in the
most elevated of English pronunciation. Though contractions are not limited
to them, two unstressed or “weak form” words in succession provide a
particularly healthy environment for contractions. We know them well: “I’ve”
for “I have”, as in the phrase “I have a plan”, where “have” and “a” are both
unstressed. “you’re” for “you are”, “I’m” for “I am”, “she’s” for “she is”, “what’s”
for “what is”, “they’ve” for “they have”, “that’ll” for “that will”, “isn’t” for “is not”
and so on and so on. So useful are these contractions in all but the most
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Formal and informal
Initial practice: back to Hamlet
Have a partner for this exercise. One of you will be the formal speaker and one
the informal speaker. The formal speaker, using the criteria for formal speech
(even though we have not yet examined speech skills in detail) will speak the
passage pronouncing every phoneme fully, even if this feels excessively articulated.
Then the informal speaker will speak the same passage, using as little effort in
articulation as possible while maintaining minimal intelligibility (and keeping the
volume up).

O, it offends me to the soul to hear a robustious periwig-pated
fellow tear a passion to tatters, to very rags, to split the ears of the
groundlings, who for the most part are capable of nothing but
inexplicable dumb shows and noise. I would have such a fellow
whipped for o’erdoing Termigant. It out-herods Herod. Pray you,
avoid it.                                  (Hamlet, III,ii )

Discuss what the speech strategies were that each of you used. What
information can you trade about intelligibility or appropriate articulatory action? 

The formal speaker should do the speech again, moderating the pronunciation
of the text toward less formality, but maintaining as much formality as will make
every phoneme very intelligible to the listener. The informal speaker should
explore putting in the necessary phonemic detail – but as little as possible –
to make the reading not only intelligible, but comfortably so.

Switch roles. Go through the same process, except that this double run-through
will be informed by the last one. 

This is our first pass at the formal–informal continuum. When we have
completed our exercise work on the speech skills of consonant and vowel
action we shall try it again, even if you were brilliant this time. 
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You should be aware by now that the point of view of this book is that
formal speech is not intrinsically superior to informal speech, as long as the
informal speech is completely intelligible to the listener. However, we have
to consider the reality that informal connected speech is a skill in which
most American speakers, and most American actors, have a lot more exper -
tise and practice. Since a key premise of this book is that actors can use
everything, it is important that we spend some time exploring in greater
detail phonemic (i.e. meaning) differentiation through phonetic (i.e. specific
and fluent) means. There are real benefits to the actor in exploring the
speci fic actions that provide linguistic detail in our speech. 

We already know that complete formality sounds odd because it usually
involves more linguistic detail than we as listeners might need. There are
other messages that might be contained within such strict formality: the
implication that the listener is hard of hearing, or disinclined to listen, or
simply stupid. These implied messages limit the fluidity of verbal communi -
cation and especially the possibilities for characterization by actors.


